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Abstract
Forecasting models of state-led mass killing are limited in their use of structural indicators, despite
a large body of research that emphasizes the importance of agency and security repertoires in
conditioning political violence. I seek to overcome these limitations by developing a theoretical
and statistical framework that highlights the advantages of using pro-government militias (PGMs)
as a predictive indicator in forecasting models of state-led mass killing. I argue that PGMs can
lower the potential costs associated with mass killing for a regime faced with an internal threat,
and might hence ‘‘tip the balance’’ in its favor. In estimating a series of statistical models and their
receiver–operator characteristic curves to evaluate this hypothesis globally for the years 1981–
2007, focusing on 270 internal threat episodes, I find robust support for my expectations: including
PGM indicators in state-led mass killing models significantly improves their predictive strength.
Moreover, these results hold even when coefficient estimates produced by in-sample data are used
to predict state-led mass killing in cross-validation and out-of-sample data for the years 2008–
2013. This study hence provides an introductory demonstration of the potential advantages of
including security repertoires, in addition to structural factors, in forecasting models.
Keywords
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In this article I argue that pro-government militias (PGMs)2 can be used as a predictive indicator to improve the strength of state-led mass killing forecasting models.3 This is because
PGMs, as part of a government’s security repertoire, can lower the potential political and
economic costs of mass killing for the government. An estimated 13–26 million civilians have
died in civil, international and extra-systemic wars between 1945 and 2004, many by directed
violence (Valentino et al., 2004: 375). In many of these cases, irregular pro-government
groups are used to carry out some of this violence. Although recent research on civilian
abuses takes more agent/organizational factors into account, most state-led mass killing
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studies focus on the structural (i.e. political, socio-economic, geographic) factors that might
give rise to this violence. In this article I complement these approaches by highlighting the
effect of security repertoires, in addition to structural factors, on increasing the likelihood of
state-led mass killing, as the government seeks to minimize its potential costs. Specifically, I
illustrate the improvement in state-led mass killing forecasting models that results from taking potential perpetrators—in this case PGMs—into account.
This argument assumes that some catalyst typically creates an incentive to perpetrate mass
killing. I hypothesize that this catalyst is the onset of some form of internal threat (hence I
focus only on state-led mass killing perpetrated during episodes of such a threat).4 When the
opportunity exists, PGMs—as part of the regime’s security repertoire—can ‘‘tip the balance’’
for perpetrating strategic mass killing by lowering anticipated government costs in at least
three respects: by providing plausible deniability; by freeing the state’s official military forces
to handle other external and internal threats; and by offering lower costs of formation or
cooptation (in comparison to the state’s official military force). As my empirical analysis
shows, PGMs are not only statistically and substantively associated with an increased likelihood of state-led mass killing, but their inclusion in models of state-led mass killing provides
a significant improvement in the predictive strength of these models, even after state capability, conflict type and regional indicators are taken into account.
Prediction has proven useful in the past in improving our understanding of and testing
theories about certain forms of conflict (Brandt et al., 2011; Goldstone et al., 2010; Ward
et al., 2013); similarly, I argue that militias are useful as a predictive indicator. The composers
of these predictive models use various methods and indicators to estimate different levels of
political instability and conflict. My aim in this article falls within this framework: I do not
claim to provide a model that perfectly predicts the occurrence of state-led mass killing or to
replace existing theories of violence against civilians, only to supplement these theories by
highlighting the improvement in prediction provided by taking PGMs into account.
Why should PGMs specifically—rather than the entire state security apparatus—become
the focus of study? After all, official military forces have proven themselves many times to
be willing participants in the mass killing of civilians (Koren, 2014), perhaps most recently
in Syria. Recent studies have argued that a relationship exists between PGMs and various
types of human rights violations (Mitchell et al., 2014; Nordås and Cohen, 2012). These
studies emphasize the importance of the principal–agent framework in allowing the government to shift responsibility for the violence by using troops that are naturally more likely to
be violent (Koren, 2014; Mitchell et al., 2014). These conclusions are undoubtedly important, but significant additional insights are gained by focusing on mass killing specifically.
The bureaucratic complications involved with identifying members of the targeted civilian
group and efficiently deploying forces to kill them suggest that mass killing is unlikely without some degree of centralized government oversight (Goldhagen, 2009; Valentino, 2004).
Hence, PGMs are less likely to perpetrate mass killing independently—in contrast to other
human rights violations—or to do so against the government’s wishes.
The remainder of this article is divided into four parts. In the first section, I discuss the
theoretical framework for my analysis. Beginning with a case study of Rwanda, I build on
extant theories related to both political violence and militias to develop my argument that
PGMs are an effective indicator of state-led mass killing. In the second section, I discuss my
dataset and research design. The third section reports my empirical analysis. I conclude with
a brief discussion of some implications of this study.
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Theoretical motivations
The theoretical and empirical literature on militias examines the relationship between these
groups and conflict (e.g. Ahram, 2011; Carey et al., 2013), genocide (e.g. Ahram, 2014;
Alvarez, 2006) or sexual violence (e.g. Nordås and Cohen, 2012). Although some militiacentric analyses examine the connection between militias and violence using comprehensive
datasets (Mitchell et al., 2014; Raleigh, 2012), the shortage in large-N studies of PGMs—as
well as other military attributes—is still apparent. Moreover, most PGM-related studies usually attempt to ascribe various causal effects to PGMs, focusing on the principal–agent perspective in relation to these groups (Ahram, 2014; Mitchell et al., 2014; Nordås and Cohen,
2012; Raleigh, 2012). Although this is a useful approach, establishing casualty in the absence
of (quasi-) experimental data is difficult owing to factors such as simultaneity bias, unobserved confounders and the different ways in which political violence is operationalized.
However, I argue that, even if the correlative associations between PGMs and state-led mass
killing do not necessarily represent a causal relationship, they can nevertheless be used to
improve mass killing forecasts. The main contribution of this paper is in showing the validity of using PGMs as predictive indicators in state-led mass killing forecasting models.
To demonstrate the relationship between PGMs and mass killing, and for the purposes of
theory generation, it is useful to first briefly discuss a specific case in which a PGM has been
directly involved in a mass killing campaign. The role of the Interahamwe militia during the
Rwandan Genocide illustrates the advantages a PGM might provide to a regime that intends
to perpetrate mass killing. In the years following the onset of the conflict with the Rwandan
Patriotic Front (RPF), the Rwandan government invested in forming and training militias
and civil defense troops (Fujii, 2009: 87; Straus, 2015: 273). Following the assassination of
President Juvanel Habyarimana in 1994, the Interahamwe militiamen were key actors in promoting and perpetrating atrocities against the civilian population.
There were at least two advantages that made the Interahamwe PGM a useful tool for
perpetrating mass killing. First, the use of the Interahamwe reduced the necessity to rely on
the official Rwandan Armed Forces (RAF) for the purpose of perpetrating large-scale killing of civilians. The genocide occurred as part of a military campaign against a well-trained
military force, the RPF (Straus, 2006, 2015), which meant that the RAF was primarily occupied with fending off this threat, and hence was unable to allocate a significant number of
troops for killing civilians (Mamdani, 2001: 185–233), although members of the military and
the police did participate in the killings (Ahram, 2014). Under these constraints, the
Interahamwe were used to enforce the killing, serving as mediators between the local leaders
who orchestrated the violence and a large group of local civilian participants who perpetrated most of the small-scale violence (Mueller, 2000; Straus, 2006: 93). In numerous
regions around the country, members of the Interahamwe were used as ‘‘violence specialists’’,
dispatched by the regime to spark or boost the genocide (Fletcher, 2007; Fujii, 2009: 87,
129–130). Interahamwe troops also perpetrated the largest massacres, where more serious
weaponry or better training was required (Fujii, 2009: 87; Straus, 2015: 311).
Second, by allowing killers to easily identify victims, Interahamwe networks facilitated the
perpetration of violence (Fletcher, 2007; Fujii, 2009), while looting and appropriating the
property of victims reduced the necessity to provide logistic support to Interahamwe members (Mueller, 2000). Interahamwe troops were able to rely on the local population for information, with the locals pointing out—as well as independently killing—victims. They would
also loot the property of local civilians and burn down their houses, with or without killing
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them (Fujii, 2009: 160–164). Moreover, members of the Interahamwe were more likely to
share the extremist government’s aims, which meant that the costs of cooptation and recruitment were low, as many troops joined willingly, either for ideological (Straus, 2015: 304–
313) or pragmatic (Mueller, 2000) reasons.
Interestingly, Rwanda could be considered a relatively ‘‘strong’’ state, compared with
other countries, such as Zaire/the DRC, meaning that its government possessed a relatively
high degree of control over the nation’s territory and its population (Straus, 2006). This
meant that the central government had a relatively high capability to orchestrate the
violence—especially as the state issued IDs that included a person’s ethnic designation—
although not to directly control and manage it (Ahram, 2014). This divergence produced
variation across different regions, where in some areas orders were passed through direct
government channels while in others violence was carried out through actions of the
Interahamwe (Ahram, 2014; Fletcher, 2007). Evidently, at least in the Rwandan case, this
combination of an intermediate level of bureaucratic capability and PGM availability produced a highly efficient mass killing campaign. At the onset of the conflict with the RPF,
the Rwandan government had a specific security repertoire, produced by a combination of
tradition and necessity (Ahram, 2014; Straus, 2015), of which the Interahamwe were a crucial
part. Especially in the earlier phases of violence, when massacres were more the result of
spontaneous outrage than an organized policy of extermination (Straus, 2015: 306–309), the
availability of the Interahamwe militia for this purpose might have produced some incentive
to ‘‘[t]urn to the population as a last resort to defeat the RPF and impose massive collective
punishment on Tutsis’’ (Straus, 2015: 308).
The example of the instrumental use of the Interahamwe corresponds to a large body of
research about mass killing and political violence,5 heretofore known as ‘‘rationalist’’.
Proponents of this approach focus on the logical use of violence against civilians during
national crises. From this perspective, state-led mass killing is the result of a search for a
‘‘scapegoat’’, the aspirations of a specific interest group to take advantage of the crisis and
consolidate power (Gagnon, 2004; Harff and Gurr, 1998: 553–556; Krain, 1997), or because
a specific group is seen as a threat or an enemy supporter and must therefore be removed
(Esteban et al., 2010; Kalyvas, 2006; Valentino, 2004; Valentino et al., 2004; Wood, 2010).
Hence, leaders use large-scale violence against civilians ‘‘when they perceive it to be both
necessary and effective’’ (Valentino, 2004: 67).
The rationalist approach is helpful in explaining why some regimes should be more likely
to use PGMs for mass killing, that is, in explaining the willingness of leaders to use PGMs.
Proponents of the rationalist body of scholarship tend to focus on violence against noncombatants perpetrated specifically during civil wars, and in doing so neglect events with lower
numbers of combatant casualties, although some of the latter might involve a high number
of intentional noncombatant casualties (Koren, 2014). Therefore, I have included cases from
the entire spectrum of internal conflict, ranging from nonviolent civil disobedience campaigns to violent civil wars, all of which I term ‘‘internal threat.’’ Understandably, owing to
other related factors, mass killing might be more likely during full-blown civil wars, while
some events—e.g. coups d’état—might be less likely to involve widespread violence. To
account for this, I also include indicators denoting event type.
Proponents of the rationalist approach also tend to minimize the role that government
security repertoires and agent-specific characteristics play in influencing the likelihood of
violence, treating perpetrators as obedient henchmen (Valentino, 2004). Although the focus
on the structural factors that influence the willingness of a government to perpetrate mass
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killing has proven useful, the Rwandan case, at least, suggests that, by facilitating its occurrence, PGMs can influence the likelihood of state-led mass killing by making it less costly to
the regime. Namely, PGMs are a type of agent that—by reducing the costs incurred by the
regime for perpetrating a specific military action—might make it more likely. This argument
is similar to the claim that having a Predator drone in a regime’s national security repertoire
might make targeted assassinations more likely, because it significantly reduces the costs
incurred from this action in comparison with, say, a F-18 jet (Cronin, 2013). Several studies
have previously argued that a relationship between a given regime’s security repertoire and
the likelihood of violence against civilians exists (Koren, 2014; Mitchell et al., 2014). This
suggests that taking the type of perpetrator, for example PGMs, into account can improve
our ability to predict, if not explain, violence against civilians.
A second relevant body of research emphasizes the role of ethnic, social, religious or economic cleavages within society and communal pressures on generating inter-group violence
(Chirot and McCauly, 2010; Horowitz, 1985: 95–140; Staub, 1989: 13–34; Varshney, 2002),
or the importance of democracy and democratic institutions in preventing mass killing and
other forms of violence (Lutz and Sikkink, 2000; Poe and Tate, 1994; Poe et al., 1999;
Rummel, 1995). This approach highlights conditions under which violence against civilians,
as well as the use of PGMs, might be more likely, that is, where the opportunity to perpetrate
violence is more likely to exist.
The research of several militia scholars supports this argument by pointing out that, under
certain conditions—for example, a leadership’s fear of a military coup d’état—the state is
more likely to rely on such organizations for internal security purposes (Ahram, 2011; Carey
et al., 2013; Dowdle, 2007). Correspondingly, PGMs are more likely to exist in contexts
where the state is weakened or challenged, such as during internal conflict (Mueller, 2000); in
cases where national military tradition does not exist (e.g. Indonesia; see Ahram, 2011: 25–
55); or when the country is geographically fragmented (e.g. Indonesia, The Philippines,
Papua New Guinea). This suggests that, in these contexts, the government might have both a
higher incentive for co-opting PGMs and a higher number of militias on which to draw.6
However, although this militia-centric perspective is helpful in illustrating why PGMs might
operate in countries where the government exercises little control over its military or where
the military poses a danger to the regime, such as Zaire/the DRC, it does not fully account
for cases where the state possesses a higher degree of control over its security forces, for
example, in Yugoslavia (Mueller, 2000). I argue that in cases that resemble the latter, militias
are used because they reduce the costs resulting from a large-scale targeting of civilians, and
can hence be a useful indicator of this form of violence.
The process that leads to a regime considering mass killing goes as follows: governments
react rationally to the rise of some form of an internal threat—for example, a coup d’état, a
civil disobedience campaign, a ‘‘sons-of-soil’’ conflict, or a civil war—which I treat as exogenous for the purpose of analysis.7 The government might first try to contain this threat by
other means, because rationalist state-led mass killing is generally a strategy of last resort
(Valentino, 2004). However, if it fails to contain the threat by conventional means, and especially if the rebel/opposition group is gaining strength and legitimacy (both domestically and
internationally), the government might decide to resort to more drastic means—mass killing—and remove this threat by targeting those viewed as its supporters or corroborators,
either by violently expelling or completely annihilating them.
Building on the aforementioned scholarship, I argue that PGMs can be a useful indicator
in state-led mass killing forecasting models because they can reduce the costs of perpetration
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in such situations in at least three respects. First, current literature about militias and violence suggests that by allowing the government to shift responsibility for the crimes to groups
that are known (or quickly gain a reputation) for being violent, PGMs provide the government with plausible deniability in relation to these crimes. For example, Mitchell et al. offer
one explanation as to why PGMs, specifically, are a useful tool for perpetrating violence:
‘‘[t]he principal may knowingly recruit those with a reputation for violence (for example,
criminals) and then refuse to control these agents—rather than actually lose control over
them’’ (Mitchell et al., 2014: 818). This allows the government to avoid, or at least postpone,
naming-and-shaming and international sanctions and, at the same time, prevents the formation of a large domestic opposition against its actions. A government bent on strategic mass
killing might hence hide behind a veil of ignorance in relation to the actions perpetrated by
its agents, especially if those acts are perpetrated by informal groups whose connection to the
regime is easy to conceal (Mitchell et al., 2014: 818–820).
A second cost-related advantage of PGMs is that their use for mass killing allows official
military forces to concentrate their efforts on containing more serious military threats. As
illustrated by the Interahamwe example, this might be especially true during full-blown civil
wars or other military campaigns where a rebel group or an external military force poses an
immediate existential threat to the regime (Valentino et al., 2004). If the government must
choose between allocating the official military to fight off an invading enemy force or
employing some of its troops to remove a specific noncombatant population, it is more
likely to choose the former (assuming the military threat is severe enough), simply because
an invading military force requires more specialized and better trained forces. However, if a
PGM can be easily formed or co-opted, the government can have its cake and eat it, too; it
can allocate its better trained official military force to fend off the military threat, while
sending its less trained militias to remove the enemy’s potential base of support (as happened during the Rwandan Genocide).
The third cost-related advantage provided by PGMs is that their price of formation or cooptation is lower than those of other groups, for at least four reasons. First, many PGMs are
composed of criminals, hooligans, and other negative elements unleashed on the population
without any form of regulation. Hence, as the Interahamwe example illustrates, the troops
of many PGMs do not require payment, as they are perfectly capable of sustaining themselves through looting, pillaging, and preying on the local population (Mueller, 2000).
Second, in many cases the government invests little or nothing in training these groups
(Ahram, 2014; Koren, 2014), and even in cases where training is provided, it is likely to be
shorter and involve less sophisticated equipment than that provided to the official military
forces. Third, some (e.g. tribal) PGMs are more likely to share the nationalist views of the
regime and support its aims, which—combined with their ability to independently sustain
themselves—might make these groups more likely to willingly participate in state-led mass
killing. The official military, in contrast, might have higher costs of cooptation, either
because it finds these duties demeaning—especially if it has a strong military tradition—or
because diverting necessary resources from fighting to committing mass killing is more
costly (Koren, 2014). Lastly, PGMs might be more likely to possess local knowledge,
which lowers learning costs when operating in distant regions (Carey et al., 2013).
I argue that these cost-related advantages can play an important role in influencing the
decision to perpetrate strategic mass killing, and that, although PGMs should not be considered the cause of state-led mass killing (in contrast to, perhaps, other forms of abuses), the
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availability of PGMs is more likely to ‘‘tip the balance’’ in favor of mass killing in response
to an internal threat.
A potential critique of this argument is that it assumes total government control over its
PGMs, and implies that the latter are obedient henchmen rather than agents with their own
agendas. Although my argument, like other social scientific arguments, is a simplification for
the purpose of generalization—in numerous cases militias have demonstrated they can pursue their own interests, even against government aims—this simplification is valid for at least
two reasons.
First, none of the advantages mentioned above negates the principal–agent perspective on
militias, and in fact the first and third points are quite in tune with it (Ahram, 2014; Mitchell
et al., 2014). Second, because the use of militias for mass killing is more likely when the government orchestrates the violence, as the Rwandan example illustrates, one would expect
mass killing to be most likely in countries that possess some—albeit limited—level of bureaucratic capacity, not in countries that experience a complete breakdown of state institutions.8
As I show in the empirical section, this argument is indeed supported by the data. This perspective also helps explain the use of PGMs in different contexts, including where the state
maintains a relatively effective hold on the monopoly of violence. Especially where largescale mass killing is concerned, I argue that violence is not the result of agency loss, but
rather the result of a well-calculated strategic use of PGMs by the regime. This suggests the
highest likelihood of strategic mass killing to be in regimes that can exercise some level of
control (with or without plausible deniability) over these organizations, which accordingly
suggests the following hypothesis:
H1: The likelihood of state-led mass killing should be positively related to the existence
of pro-government militias.
Although this logic suggests that regimes with PGMs will be more likely to engage in mass
killing than regimes without PGMs, the existence of militias alone might not necessarily be a
good determinant of mass killing. Referring back to the first cost-related advantage discussed
above, one might expect groups whose connection to the regime is easier to establish, for
example, semi-official militias, to provide a lower degree of plausible deniability. This does
not suggest that these groups will not be used for strategic mass killing. As I argued, PGMs
provide cost-related advantages other than plausible deniability, which means that perpetrating regimes would still favor using PGMs, even if regime accountability is easier to establish.
However, plausible deniability and the ability to shirk responsibility for the crimes is still a
significant advantage, so groups that provide it will be favored as a means for perpetrating
mass killing. The availability of informal PGMs suggests, in turn, that the tipping point for
perpetrating strategic mass killing can be more easily reached, which means that these groups
specifically might be more likely to be involved in such extreme violence. These groups (e.g.
tribal militias) might also be more likely to self-support and have local knowledge of their
areas of operation, which again decreases the costs associated with strategic mass killing.
This suggests the following hypothesis:
H2: The likelihood of state-led mass killing should be positively related to the existence
of informal or clandestine PGMs, specifically.
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Lastly, and most importantly, recall that this paper is mainly concerned with the use of
PGMs as an indicator in forecasting models of state-led mass killing. If, as I claim, PGMs
make reaching the mass killing tipping point more likely, then more than just statistical and
substantive significance, one would expect PGMs to produce a significant predictive improvement in forecasting models, when other factors are taken into account. This perspective does
not mean that structural factors emphasized by the bodies of research concerned with political violence do not matter. It simply means that PGMs matter as well. This suggests the following hypothesis:
H3: The predictive strength of state-led mass killing forecasting models should significantly increase with the addition of PGM indicators.

Variable operationalization and research design
In this article I do not attempt to account for all civilian casualties caused by different types
of political violence, both because some civilian casualties can be caused by independent
PGM actions and because many civilians are unintentionally killed in most conflicts. Victims
of mass killing may be members of any group, regardless of their ethnicity, political affiliation, religion, gender or other categorical characteristic. At the same time, because I examine
a wide range of internal threat events with different degrees of intensity and duration, I avoid
a high-casualty threshold for mass killing (which generally ranges from 25,000 to 50,000
intentional deaths). Hence, I choose a threshold of 1000 intentional civilian deaths for a
given mass killing campaign, which I believe is high enough to capture motivated killing of
civilians, yet low enough to capture many cases of intentional killing that are neglected by
other studies. Lastly, because the focus here is on state-led mass killing, I am only interested
in mass killing perpetrated by groups that support the state, and not by organizations
defined as a rebel group for a given campaign-year.
The data for coding this dependent variable were obtained from the report ‘‘Assessing
risks of state-sponsored mass killing’’ written by Ulfelder and Valentino. This dataset covers
all mass killing campaigns (as defined above) perpetrated by governments against their own
civilians between 1945 and 2008. Ulfelder and Valentino define mass killing as ‘‘any event in
which the actions of state agents result in the intentional death of at least 1000 noncombatants from a discrete group in a period of sustained violence . [i]f fewer than 100 total fatalities are recorded annually for any three consecutive years during the event, the event was
considered to have ended during the first year within that three-year period in which fatalities dropped below 100 per year (even if killing continues at levels in later years)’’ (Ulfelder
and Valentino, 2008).9 Note that, because they are primarily interested in actions perpetrated
by governments against their own civilians, Ulfelder and Valentino do not code any mass
killing perpetrated as a part of an interstate conflict. It is therefore important to emphasize
that in this study I examine only internal threat episodes, and that my findings regarding the
effectiveness of PGMs as a predictive indicator of mass killing might not be applicable to
interstate conflicts, although they might be suggestive of such a relationship. To code the
dependent variable—whether mass killing occurred during a conflict-year or not—a value of
1 was assigned to all conflict years coded in the report as a year during which mass killing
took place, and a value of 0 otherwise.
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To test my hypotheses, I constructed a dataset of 177 different internal threat campaigns,
divided into 270 episodes and 848 campaign-years.10 A campaign-year is defined as any year
during which an internal threat episode was ongoing. An episode is defined as a part of the
campaign, either the only part (if the campaign was never renewed) or any period during
which the campaign was renewed after having subsided. So, for example, the internal threat
campaign in Rwanda is coded as having begun in 1990 and ended in 2002. However, as no
combatant casualties were recorded for the years 1995 and 1996, this campaign has two episodes: one lasting from 1990 to 1994 (the RPF invasion), and another lasting from 1997 to
2002 (in which the new government under RPF leadership fought the Democratic Forces of
the Liberation of Rwanda, or FDLR). The campaign-years analyzed in the dataset are 1990–
1994 and 1997–2002.
The dataset records episodes that began during or after 1981 or ended/were ongoing
before or during 2007. I chose 1981 and 2007 as my temporal markers, because they were
the same ones used in the Pro-Government Militias Database (PGMD), on which I relied
for coding PGMs (Carey et al., 2013). Because I focused on internal threat episodes for
modeling temporal dependency, episodes belonging to campaigns that began before 1981
were included in the dataset; renewal episodes began in or after 1981. All state-led mass killing cases mentioned in the ‘‘Assessing risks of state-sponsored mass killing’’ report occurred
during one of the internal threat campaigns coded in my data.
Internal threat campaigns were obtained from two different datasets. The first dataset
included conflict episodes in Kreutz’s (2010a) ‘‘UCDP Conflict Termination Dataset’’.
Kreutz relies on UCDP/PRIO armed conflict data to code conflict-years, including the years
during which each episode began and ended (Kreutz, 2010b: 2).11 To separate each episode,
Kreutz codes seven different types of episode/conflict termination: peace agreements, ceasefire agreement with conflict regulation, ceasefire agreement, victory, low activity, other, and
joining alliance (Kreutz, 2010b: 2–3). Based on these criteria, one conflict can have numerous renewal episodes over time. Again, because Ulfelder and Valentino report only intrastate mass killing episodes, I coded only conflicts whose Type 2 score was three, defined as
‘‘[i]nternal armed conflicts between the government of a state and one or more internal
opposition group’’ (Kreutz, 2010b: 6).12
In addition to the UCDP Conflict Termination Dataset, I relied on the dataset composed
by Stephan and Chenoweth (2008) for coding ‘‘nonviolent’’ internal campaigns between
1981 and 2007.13 These researchers define a campaign as ‘‘a series of observable, continuous,
purposive mass tactics or events in pursuit of a political objective’’, which can last ‘‘anywhere
from days to years, distinguishing it from one-off events or revolts’’ (Chenoweth, 2008: 1).
Nonviolent resistance is defined as ‘‘a civilian based method used to wage conflict through
social, psychological, economic, and political means without the threat or use of violence’’
(Stephan and Chenoweth, 2008: 9). For both databases, an observation was defined as a
campaign-year. For each internal threat episode, I included the year the episode began,
ended, and any year in-between.14 Using both datasets allowed me to take into account a
wider variety of internal threat campaigns—in terms of violence levels and duration—than is
examined in extant literature.
Explanatory variables were obtained from various data sources.15 I relied on the PGM
Dataset created by Carey et al. (2013) to code PGM indicators. The authors define a PGM
as a group identified by primary sources as pro-government or sponsored by a national or
sub-national government; that is not considered part of the security force; that is armed; and
that has some level of organization (Mitchell and Carey, 2013: 5). The PGM country-year
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dataset codes both the type of PGM (semi-official or informal) and their activity or presence
for a given year, with ‘‘presence’’ referring to situations where no information about the
PGM’s disbandment was found.
Because the focus of this paper is state-led mass killing, it is important to stress that
PGMs have been mentioned in primary and secondary sources in connection with perpetrating violence against different groups of both combatants and noncombatants.16 However,
this evidence does not necessarily suggest that PGMs are systemically more likely to be
involved in mass killing, which—as mentioned above—might require a significantly higher
degree of state capability. Although the case study of Rwanda presented in the previous section shows that the Interahamwe PGM was directly involved in much of the killing, providing extensive cross-national anecdotal evidence is not feasible within the scope of this paper.
However, the question of how much of the killing is actually perpetrated by PGMs, especially when considering that Ulfelder’s and Valentino’s death estimates are conservative
compared with other official sources, is of secondary importance for the purpose of forecasting mass killing. In other words, PGM availability increases the likelihood of state-led mass
killing, not necessarily its scope.17
To test hypothesis H1—regarding the role of PGMs—and hypothesis H2—regarding the
role of informal militias—I coded four binary variables. The first two indicators code the
existence of semi-official PGMs. A PGM was coded as ‘‘semi-official’’ if it was mentioned in
primary sources as having ‘‘a formally and/or legally acknowledged status’’ (Mitchell and
Carey, 2013: 11). A value of 1 was assigned to campaign-years during which a semi-official
PGM was coded as present (Semi-official militias present18) or active (Semi-official militias
active19), and a value of 0 otherwise. I also coded two additional binary variables to account
for the existence of informal PGMs. A pro-government militia was specifically coded as
‘‘informal’’ if ‘‘the link . is not officially or formally acknowledged’’ (Mitchell and Carey,
2013) by the government. A value of 1 was assigned to campaign-years during which an
informal PGM was coded as present (Informal PGM present20) or active (Informal PGM
active21), and a value of 0 otherwise.22
Additional indicators were included to account for other explanations the literature provides on state-led violence and mass killing discussed above. As both regime-centric
approaches emphasize the importance of democracy in decreasing the likelihood of violence
against civilians and mass killing specifically, I included a democracy indicator. I relied on
the ‘‘democracy’’ score included in the ‘‘Democracy–Dictatorship’’ dataset composed by
Cheibub et al. (2010) to code a binary variable (Democracy) denoting whether the regime
was a democracy or not. This dataset was preferred to the more widely used Polity IV dataset (Marshall et al., 2014) because it has been suggested that the latter might be susceptible
to some biases (e.g. Trier and Jackman, 2008).23
Likewise, proponents of the rationalist body of scholarship have suggested a relationship
between mass killing and economic prosperity (e.g. Esteban et al., 2010). To account for the
potential effect of income per capita, I coded a continuous variable (Log GDPpc) denoting
the log of the average GDP per capita (in current US Dollars) for a given conflict-year.
Because my dependent variable is based on quantitative standards, the possibility exists that
countries with larger population might naturally be more likely to experience state-led mass
killing as defined above. Hence, I coded a continuous variable (Log Pop) denoting the log of
the size of the country’s population for a given conflict-year to account for this possibility.
Data for both population and GDP per capita were obtained from the ‘‘GDP and population data updated to 2011’’ composed by Gleditsch (2013).24
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Because the rationalist body of scholarship strongly suggests that strategic mass killing is
more likely during civil wars, I included a binary variable (War.ep) denoting whether a given
episode experienced more than 1000 combatant casualties (based on minimal estimates;
Lacina and Gleditsch, 2009). Alternatively, as a result of being relatively short in duration
(lasting from days to at most weeks), coups d’états might be less likely to generate strategic
mass killing as an instantaneous response. I relied on data from Powell and Thyne (2011) to
code a binary variable (Coup d’état) denoting whether a coup d’état occurred in a given
year.25 I also created a binary variable (Nonviolent.campaign) measuring whether a campaign
was primarily nonviolent (assigned a value of 1) or not, according to the Stephan and
Chenoweth dataset. To account for the possibility that episodes in campaigns that previously
experienced mass killing might experience it again, I coded a binary variable (MKConf).
Episodes in campaigns that previously experienced mass killing were given a score of 1; 0
otherwise. To account for potential regional variation in violence, I coded binary indicators
for Africa (Africa), Asia and Oceania (Asia.Ocean), Europe (Europe) and the Middle East
(ME).26
Lastly, I argued earlier that if PGMs are more likely to be used rationally for strategic
mass killing, in comparison with other forms of less severe violence, then one might expect
the highest likelihood of mass killing using PGMs to be observed in states that do not experience a complete breakdown of state institutions. This allows their governments to exercise
some degree of control over PGMs and suggests a curvilinear relationship, with the most
dangerous cases (i.e. cases that are most likely to perpetrate mass killing using PGMs) involving intermediate state capability. To proximate bureaucratic capacity, I used the percentile
rank for a given country’s mean rule-of-law estimates for a given year (Rule-of-law) obtained
from the World Bank’s World Development Indicators (2015). A squared polynomial term
(Rule-of-law2) is also included to account for the expected negative curvilinear relationship,
as regimes with a high rule-of-law score are more likely to respect human rights and, therefore, less likely to perpetrate mass killing.27

Empirical analysis and results
To test my hypotheses, I utilize four different logistic regression (logit) models, the results of
which are reported in Table 1. I relied on the method of modeling time dependence in binary
data using cubic time polynomials presented by Carter and Signorino (2010). The first year
in each episode (either new or renewed) was assigned a value of 0, with every consecutive
year assigned a correspondingly increasing value.28 In addition, I provide the first difference
change in probability for statistically significant variables (p \ 0.05, two-tailed test) to highlight the substantive impact of variables whose effect is unlikely to be random in Online
Appendix I, owing to space limitations. Taken together, statistical significance and substantive effects tell us how likely PGM indicators are to impact state-led mass killing during
internal threat episodes in in-sample data, but they tell us little about their strength as a predictive indicator. To assess the improvement in the predictive strength of state-led mass killing forecasting models when PGM indicators are included, I evaluate the change in the area
under the curve (AUC) for receiver–operator characteristic (ROC) curves of these four models (Ward et al., 2010).
The improvement in AUCs provided by PGM indicators is evaluated in three phases. In
the first phase, the AUC of the ROC curve of each model is compared with those of
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–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
0.1838 (0.1587)
0.7352 * (0.1581)
–
–
0.1891 * (0.0805)
20.0129 (0.0114)
0.0002 (0.0004)
21.0081 * (0.1536)
822
1088.4

Democracy
Rule-of-law
Rule-of-law2
Log GDPpc
Log pop
Coup d’état
Nonnviolent.campaign
War.ep
MKConf
Africa
Asia.Ocean
Europe
ME
Semi-Official PGM present
Informal PGM present
Semi-Official PGM active
Informal PGM active
Time
Time2
Time3
Constant
N (campaign-years)
AIC

0.1355 (0.4668)
0.0552 (0.0337)
20.0020 * (0.0006)
20.1651 (0.4366)
20.7936 * (0.3717)
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
1.2907 * (0.4116)
1.5652 * (0.4136)
–
–
0.4821 (0.3602)
20.0212 (0.1120)
20.0009 (0.0085)
1.9753 (1.9911)
255
254.83

Model II

Coefficient estimates for each variable are reported, with clustered standard errors in parentheses; *p \ 0.05.

Model I

Explanatory variable

Table 1. Potential indicators of state-led mass killing during internal threat episodes, 1981–2007
Model IV
21.1530 * (0.2442)
–
–
20.5032 (0.3016)
20.8726 * (0.1884)
21.0780 * (0.4870)
21.2320 * (0.3787)
2.0540 * (0.2341)
0.6508 * (0.2077)
0.7117 (0.4314)
1.1750 * (0.4251)
0.8906 (0.5181)
20.8645 (0.5688)
0.8179 * (0.3434)
0.5598 (0.3021)
20.0851 (0.3070)
0.2746 (0.2674)
0.1500 (0.1080)
20.0130 (0.0143)
20.00004 (0.0005)
3.3470 * (1.4650)
822
775.32

Model III
21.1180 * (0.2427)
–
–
20.4935 (0.3010)
20.9170 * (0.1838)
21.0820 * (0.4866)
21.2270 * (0.3788)
2.0500 * (0.2338)
0.6106 * (0.2053)
0.6886 (0.4310)
1.150 * (0.4243)
0.9042 (0.5183)
20.8960 (0.5633)
0.7502 * (0.2598)
0.7561 * (0.2366)
–
–
0.1521 0.1074
20.0134 (0.0143)
0.00005 (0.0005)
3.5100 * (1.4580)
822
772.41
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identical model specifications that do not include PGM indicators for in-sample data. In the
second phase, I conduct a leave-one-out cross-validation analysis (e.g. Beck, 2001) to highlight the fact that including PGM indicators in the model reduces forecast error. For the second phase, I repeat the process used in the first phase, only this time each observation’s
prediction is computed from a re-estimated model using a dataset that does not include that
observation. In the third phase, I test the coefficient estimates obtained from in-sample data
(presented in Table 1) on independently coded, out-of-sample data for the years 2008–2013
(i.e. observations that were not used in the estimation of the coefficients initially) to highlight the strength of PGMs as an overall predictive indicator. I show that in almost every
case, PGM indicators significantly increase the predictive strength of a given model and
reduce forecast error, which confirms hypothesis H3. Owing to space limitations, the ROCs
of non-PGM inclusive models are provided in Online Appendix I.
Table 1 presents the statistical results of four different models. These results lend support
to hypotheses H1 and, to a lesser extent, H2. Model I includes only PGM-centric variables,
as well as cubic-time polynomials, to account for duration related effects. As the results
show, the existence of informal PGMs alone is statistically significant, which supports
hypothesis H2, but not necessarily H1. Model II provides a robustness test to my theoretical
argument by accounting for the expected curvilinear relationship between state capability
(approximated by the rule-of-law indicator) and strategic mass killing when PGM and some
structural variables are included.29 Most importantly, the existence of informal PGMs and
semi-official PGMs shows a significant and positive association with state-led mass killing,
while rule-of-law2 shows a significant and negative association, which underscores the significant advantages provided by PGMs to regimes that are able to exploit these groups. The
log population variable is statistically significant and negatively associated with mass killing,
which suggests that—as countries with smaller populations are more likely to experience
mass killing—the quantitative standard used for coding the latter does not bias these
results.30
In model III, political, economic, conflict type and regional indicators—which the literature on political violence and mass killing points to as potential predictors of violence—are
added to the model. Importantly, once these structural factors are taken into account, the
existence of semi-official and informal PGMs is again significant, which supports hypothesis
H1, and suggests that PGMs are important in ‘‘tipping the balance’’ toward mass killing. In
addition to PGM-centric variables, democracy, nonviolent campaigns and coups d’état are
significant and show a negative association with state-led mass killing, as expected. The
occurrence of mass killing in previous episodes, a civil war and a regional designation of
Africa or Asia (in comparison to the Americas) shows a significant positive association with
state-led mass killing. The log population variable is again statistically significant and negatively associated with mass killing.
Model IV is identical to model III, only in this case the reported activity of both semiofficial and informal PGMs is included, in addition to their presence indicators.31 On the
whole, all the significant coefficients from model III maintain their significance and sign,
with the exception of informal PGMs. The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) score of
model III is lower, which suggests that model III provides a slightly better fit for the data
than model IV, that is, adding PGM activity measures does not improve this model. More
important, however, is the fact that the AIC in both models III and IV is significantly lower
than the AIC score of a similar model that does not include PGM-related variables, which
suggests that including PGMs in these models improves their fit.32 Note that the lower AIC
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scores of model II are mainly the result of a smaller N and do not necessarily indicate better
model fit in relations to models III and IV. On the whole, AIC scores suggest that the best
explanatory models should include both structural (i.e. regime-centric, conflict type, and
regional indicators) and PGM indicators. Owing to space limitations, the first difference
change in probability for statistically significant variables (p \ 0.05, two-tailed test) is provided in Table AI-I, Online Appendix I.
As mentioned above, statistical and substantive estimates tell us little about the strength
of PGMs as predictive indicators of state-led mass killing. To evaluate whether including
PGM indicators improves the predictive strength of a given model, I also provide the AUC
for the ROC curve of each model with and without PGM indicators. I do so, as discussed
above, in three phases, moving from in-sample data, through cross-validation, to out-ofsample data. The ROC of a given model shows the ratio of state-led mass killing cases correctly classified (true positives rate) to that of mass killing cases incorrectly classified (false
positives rate). To evaluate whether a change in the AUC of a given model produced by
including PGM indicators is significant, I use the DeLong et al. (1988) test.
In the first phase, I evaluate the change in prediction strength of the four models presented
in Table 1 using in-sample data, that is, the data used to produce these models’ estimates.
Figure 1 shows the ROC curves for the four models presented in Table 1 with 95% confidence intervals for the AUC of each model. Table 2 presents the AUC of each model and
whether it was significantly (to a p \ 0.05 level) different from that of an identical model that
does not include PGM indicators based on the DeLong et al. test, as well as the difference in
model fit based on AIC scores. As Table 2 shows, in each case adding PGM indicators provides a significant improvement in predictive strength, in comparison to a baseline model,
which lends strong support to hypothesis H3.
Although these estimates suggest that PGM indicators improve the predictive strength of
state-led mass killing models, they do not account for the forecast error that might result by
including or omitting these measures. Moreover, although AIC scores are useful in model
selection, they are dataset specific. This means that although these scores inform us about a
given model’s ability to explain the observed data, they do not provide a measure of forecasting accuracy. Hence, in the second phase, I provide an estimate of forecast error of each
model, as well as whether the difference in forecast error produced by including PGM indicators is preferred, by way of leave-one-out cross-validation. Specifically, I repeat the process utilized in the first phase using the same coefficient estimates presented in Table 1, only
this time each observation’s prediction is computed from a re-estimated model using a dataset that does not include that observation. This process is repeated (in a randomized fashion)
for each observation in the data.
Figure 2 shows the ROC curves for the four models with 95% confidence intervals for the
AUC of each model based on leave-one-out cross-validation data simulations. Table 3 presents the AUC of each model and whether this area was significantly (to a p \ 0.05 level) different than that of an identical model that does not include PGM indicators based on the
DeLong et al. test. However, instead of AIC scores, I provide each model’s cross-validation
forecast error estimates, which report the ratio of times a given model failed to correctly predict the outcome of the nth observation using a dataset composed of n 2 1 observations to
all prediction attempts. A better model is therefore a model with a smaller prediction error.
As Table 3 illustrates, PGM-inclusive models produce a significantly larger AUC, even when
cross-validated data are used. Moreover, the leave-one-out cross-validation estimates show
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Figure 1. In-sample ROC curves state-led mass killing logit models, 1981–2007.

that, in all but model IV, including PGM indicators also reduces the estimated forecast error.
These findings lend strong support to hypothesis H3.
Having shown the improvement in the predictive strength in state-led mass killing models
when PGM indicators are included using both in-sample data and leave-one-out cross-validation, I repeat the process used in the first phase with out-of-sample data as an auxiliary
robustness test in the third phase. Namely, I utilize the coefficient estimates obtained from
in-sample data (presented in Table 1) on an independently coded out-of-sample dataset that
was not used in the estimation of these coefficients in the first place to produce new AUC
estimates. This out-of-sample dataset includes 33 internal threat episodes that began after
2008 and ended or were ongoing before or during 2013 (a total of 50 campaign-years), based
on conflict (Themnér and Wallensteen, 2014) and civil disobedience campaigns data. Outof-sample mass killing data and PGM indicators (both activity and presence) were coded
using the same guidelines used by the authors of the original datasets on which I drew for
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0.654 [0.617–0.691]
0.614 [0.577–0.652]
p = 0.0065
AUC with PGM indicators
1088.4
1110.6
Model with PGM indicators
822

0.862 [0.815–0.908]
0.813 [0.762–0.864]
p = 0.0049
AUC with PGM indicators
254.83
273.88
Model with PGM indicators
255

Model II
0.874 [0.850–0.898]
0.864 [0.839–0.890]
p = 0.0062
AUC with PGM indicators
772.41
785.38
Model with PGM indicators
822

Model III

0.875 [0.850–0.899]
0.864 [0.839–0.890]
p = 0.0040
AUC with PGM indicators
775.32
785.38
Model with PGM indicators
822

Model IV
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0.835 [0.784–0.885]
0.782 [0.727–0.837]
p = 0.0044
AUC with PGM indicators
0.203
0.290
Model with PGM indicators
255

0.621 [0.582–0.659]
0.537 [0.496–0.578]
p = 6.599e-08
AUC with PGM indicators
0.383

0.451

Model with PGM indicators
822

Model II

Model with PGM indicators
822

0.213

0.862 [0.836–0.887]
0.853 [0.826–0.879]
p = 0.0097
AUC with PGM indicators
0.209

Model III

Confidence intervals in brackets; null hypothesis for DeLong et al. test for two correlated ROC curves: true difference in AUC is equal to 0.

AUC (with PGM indicators)
AUC (without PGM indicators)
DeLong et al. test
Favored AUC
Forecast error
(with PGM indicators)
Forecast error
(without PGM indicators)
Favoured forecast error
N (campaign-years)

Model I

Table 3. Leave-one-out cross-validation predictions, state-led mass killing logit models, 1981–2007

No significant difference
822

0.213

0.861 [0.836–0.887]
0.853 [0.826–0.879]
p = 0.0272
AUC with PGM indicators
0.213

Model IV

Confidence intervals in brackets; null hypothesis for DeLong et al. (1988) test for two correlated ROC curves: true difference in AUC is equal to 0.

AUC (with PGM indicators)
AUC (without PGM indicators)
DeLong et al. test
Favored AUC
AIC (with PGM indicators)
AIC (without PGM indicators)
Favored AIC
N (campaign-years)

Model I

Table 2. In-sample predictions, state-led mass killing logit models, 1981–2007
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Figure 2. Leave-one-out cross-validation ROC curves of state-led mass killing logit models, 1981–2007.

the in-sample analysis. Owing to temporal limitations with the Democracy–Dictatorship
data, I draw on the Polity IV dataset (Marshall et al., 2014) for coding a post-2008 binary
indicator of democracy, with a campaign-year with a Polity2 score of 7 or higher, given a
democracy score of 1, 0 otherwise. In addition, because the population and GDP data used
for in-sample data were updated only until 2011, I used World Bank data (2015) to code
the out-of-sample log GDP per capita indicator and US Census Bureau data (2015) to
code the out-of-sample log population indicator.
The differences between the AUC of models I–IV with and without PGM indicators for
out-of-sample data and the DeLong et al. test results are presented in Table 4, with ROC
curves presented in Figure 3. Because the out-of-sample dataset includes only 50 observations, I treated a DeLong et al. test of p \ 0.1 as significant. Once more, PGM indicators
provide a significant improvement over baseline models in almost every case (excluding
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Table 4. Out-of-sample predictions, state-led mass killing logit models, 2008–2013

AUC
(with PGM indicators)
AUC
(without PGM indicators)
DeLong et al. test
Favored AUC
N (campaign-years)

Model I

Model II

Model III

Model IV

0.763
[0.635–0.891]
0.550
[0.383–0.717]
p = 0.0109
AUC with
PGM indicators
50

0.850
[0.744–0.956]
0.781
[0.656–0.905]
p = 0.1664
No significant
difference
50

0.857
[0.755–0.960]
0.783
[0.653–0.912]
p = 0.0568
AUC with
PGM indicators
50

0.857 [0.755–0.960]
0.783 [0.653–0.912]
p = 0.0676
AUC with
PGM indicators
50

Confidence intervals in brackets; null hypothesis for DeLong et al. test for two correlated ROC curves: true difference
in AUC is equal to 0.

Figure 3. Out-of-sample ROC curves of state-led mass killing logit models, 2008–2013.
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model II), even when out-of-sample data are used, which lends additional support to hypothesis H3. On the whole, these results strongly support the argument that PGM indicators
indeed improve the strength of state-led mass killing prediction models with only regime-centric, conflict type and regional location variables, and that, as such, they can be used as predictive indicators of strategic mass killing.
To summarize the empirical section, I have shown that both semi-official and informal
PGMs are significantly and positively associated with state-led mass killing. Starting from a
fairly basic PGM-centric model, I demonstrated how these results hold even as a large number of regime-centric, conflict type, and region indicators were added to the model. Hence,
my analysis found strong support for hypotheses H1 and, to a lesser extent, H2. I then proceeded to test whether PGM indicators produce a significant improvement in the prediction
strength of state-led mass killing models based on the AUC of ROC curves for each model
in three phases, using both in-sample, leave-one-out cross-validation and out-of-sample data.
I found that in almost every case, including PGM indicators produced a significant and positive change in the AUC of model ROCs in in-sample data, cross-validation, and out-ofsample data, and reduced leave-one-out cross-validation estimates of forecast error. These
findings lend strong support to hypothesis H3.
I conclude this section by listing two interesting findings of my analysis: first, and perhaps
most important, I found that including PGM-centric indicators in state-led mass killing forecasting models provides a significant improvement in their predictive strength. This suggests
that models using only structural indicators can benefit from taking agent-specific characteristics into account. Second, and somewhat related, I found that PGMs—as part of a regime’s
security repertoire—appear to be as strong a correlative factor as some regime-centric and
conflict type variables, at least when state-led mass killing is concerned.

Conclusion
My main contention in this paper is that PGMs can produce a significant improvement in
the predictive strength of state-led mass killing models. In particular, I argued that when a
regime reacts rationally to some form of an internal threat—a civil war, a coup d’état, a
‘‘sons-of-soil’’ conflict, or a civil disobedience campaign—it might consider carrying out a
mass killing campaign against one or more civilian groups associated with it, assuming other
attempts to contain the threat have failed. In such contexts, PGMs provide at least three
cost-reducing advantages to the regime. First, because the government can shirk responsibility for the violence, blaming it on the individual actions of ‘‘bad apples’’, PGMs provide a
plausible deniability mechanism. Second, using PGMs allows the official military forces to
concentrate their efforts on containing more serious military threats, especially when the
campaign involves an armed insurgency or an invasion by a foreign military force. Third,
the costs of co-opting, or even forming, a PGM are many times lower than the costs of allocating a portion of the official military force for these purposes. A regime faced with an
internal threat can take these three advantages into consideration, and so the availability of
PGMs for these purposes can ‘‘tip the balance’’ in favor of mass killing. As a consequence, I
expect that the presence and activity of PGMs will increase the occurrence of state-led mass
killing. After reviewing some historical and anecdotal evidence in support of these expectations, this paper then empirically establishes that PGMs (both semi-official and informal)
are indeed a consistent predictive indicator of state-led mass killing for the years 1981–2013.
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The above findings have important implications for the study of both state-led mass killing and militias. In recent years, our collective understanding of mass killing has greatly
benefited from numerous exceptional theories of the strategic dynamics underlying regimes’
decisions to employ mass killing as a rational means (Esteban et al., 2010; Kalyvas, 2006;
Valentino, 2004; Valentino et al., 2004; Wood, 2010). These studies—which treat mass killing as more of a deliberate policy directed toward civilians than as a phenomenon of wartime ‘‘collateral damage’’—explain a large and critical part of the mass killing puzzle. In
addition, the role played by independent actors operating under the auspices of unscrupulous regimes in different contexts has also been emphasized (Ahram, 2011; Koren, 2014;
Mitchell et al., 2014; Nordås and Cohen, 2012; Raleigh, 2012). These studies highlight the
important effect of agency on different forms of violence against civilians. My article has
demonstrated the predictive advantages provided by bringing closer together these two bodies of scholarship, even if the correlative associations between PGMs and state-led mass killing cannot necessarily represent a causal relationship.
Given the immense social costs of mass killing, as well as the efforts and funding invested
in early warning endeavors, such as the Political Instability Task Force, my identified linkages between PGM indicators and the prediction of state-led mass killing also have important policy relevance. Indeed, my study not only pinpointed a new potential explanatory
variable for state-led mass killing, but also highlighted the manners in which PGM indicators
can be used to improve our ability to reduce and ideally prevent it. More broadly, this study
highlights the potential advantages of taking security repertoires into account. Because
including PGM indicators in state-led mass killing forecasting models significantly improves
their predictive strength, it is not implausible to conjecture that taking into account other
characteristics of the security repertoire—such as ethnically exclusive militaries or the availability of police/paramilitary groups—can yield additional improvements. I hence believe
that a better understanding of the effects of agent-related characteristics on global practices
of violence is an especially compelling area for future research.
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Notes
1. Replication data and Online Appendix for this study are available at: https://apps.cla.umn.edu/
directory/profiles/koren044.
2. I use the same term as utilized by Carey et al. (2013) because I rely on their database to code
militia-centric variables. Understandably, there are theoretical and empirical costs and benefits
incurred by hewing to this definition. However, because I focus on state-led mass killing I believe
that the PGM dataset provides the best currently available pool of observations for coding this
indicator. In this article I use the terms PGMs and militias interchangeably.
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3. Mass killing was defined as the intentional killing of at least 1000 noncombatants during a campaign. I further elaborate the coding standards in the fourth section of this article.
4. For the purpose of analysis ‘‘internal threats’’ encompass the entire spectrum of civil wars, ‘‘sonsof-soil’’ wars, coups d’états and civil disobedience campaigns.
5. In order to draw on a wider theoretical framework, I also discuss literature related to state-led violence against civilians.
6. A robustness test that includes an indicator coding the number of PGMs in a country is presented
in Online Appendix II.
7. Granted, in many or even most cases conflict begins owing to endogenous processes occasioned
by the regime over time (e.g. Young, 2012). Nevertheless, the necessity to contain an internal
threat can serve as a catalyst that might push the government to perpetrate mass killing against
its citizens.
8. This argument is at least partly supported by the findings that anocracies might be especially likely
to experience atrocities (Ulfelder, 2012).
9. The reader can refer to the original report for further elaboration on the coding criteria utilized by
Ulfelder and Valentino and their definition of a ‘‘noncombatant’’.
10. Note that only 822 campaign-years are analyzed owing to missing data for Somalia. In addition,
I provide an alternative analysis, which utilizes a cross-sectional analysis of cases by regime as a
robustness test, presented in Online Appendix II.
11. A conflict is defined as campaign with at least 25 battle-related deaths (Kreutz, 2010b: 2).
Episodes that continued after 2007 were coded as having ended 31 December 2007.
12. Within the temporal framework employed in this article (1981–2007), 36 out of a total of 884
campaign-years and 14 international campaigns were removed.
13. Ten nonviolent civil disobedience campaigns were already included in the UCDP Conflict
Termination Dataset and not recoded twice. One additional campaign (1986 Argentina) was
dropped because it was not coded as a coup in the Powell and Thyne dataset (2011).
14. Campaigns coded by Chenoweth and Stephan were treated as containing a single episode.
15. The correlation matrix of all explanatory variables is provided in Online Appendix I.
16. This statement is based on both PGMD documentation (see: http://www.sowi.uni-mannheim.de/
militias-public/data/target/) and because most media sources used for coding PGM indicators for
out-of-sample data accessed via LexisNexis mention violence against different noncombatant
groups.
17. As Table AII-I of the Online Appendix shows, PGMs are still significantly more likely to be associated with higher orders of magnitude of mass killings.
18. Semi-official militias were coded as present in 513 out of a total of 822 internal threat-years during
which PGM presence was coded.
19. Semi-official militias were coded as active in 416 out of a total of 822 internal threat-years during
which PGM activity was coded.
20. Informal PGMs were coded as present in 476 out of a total of 822 internal threat-years during
which informal PGM presence was coded.
21. Informal PGMs were coded as active in 279 out of a total of 822 internal threat-years during
which PGM activity was coded.
22. For robustness purposes, I also used cross-sectional data with militias coded by the region in
which they operated. See Online Appendix II.
23. Owing to the temporal limitations of the Democracy–Dictatorship dataset, a dichotomous democracy variable based on the Polity2 score was used for out-of-sample data. Additional robustness
models that utilize the Polity IV dataset are provided in Onlinr Appendix I.
24. Owing to the temporal limitations of the GDP and Population dataset, population and GDP data
for out-of-sample analysis were obtained from the US Census Bureau (2015) and the World
Bank’s World Development Indicators (2015), respectively.
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25. Owing to temporal limitations, I coded the coup d’état variable for the out-of-sample dataset from
different media sources using LexisNexis, based on Powell and Thyne’s coding standards.
26. The Americas were used as a reference category. These regional coding standards follow those
used by Kreutz (2010b).
27. The primary reason the WDI Rule-of-Law index was preferred over other measures, such as the
Polity2 scale, is that it was less likely to be correlated with either the dependent variable or the
democracy variable. Robustness models that utilize the Poilty2 scale are provided in Online
Appendix I.
28. Robust standard errors (RSEs) were not used as there was no theoretical justification to include
them (especially as including RSEs might cover other misspecification issues; see King and
Roberts, 2014), and because the results of the RSEs models do not differ significantly from the
models with regular standard errors. RSE model estimates are provided in Online Appendix I.
29. Note that, because rule-of-law scores go back only to 1996, the remaining data contain 255
campaign-years and 99 episodes.
30. A fully specified model that includes both the rule-of-law and rule-of-law2 indicators (model V) is
presented in Online Appendix I.
31. Note that this can inflate standard errors, which might serve as an additional robustness measure.
32. See Table 2 and Online Appendix I.
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